In part IV we undertake to extend the above results to plants and feedback control arrangements with intrinsic time lags. Particular emphasis is attached to the problem of anolgue simulation which at the present writing appears to be susceptible to a direct and decisive solution. These considerations lead us naturally to the study of the decomposition theory of multivariable rational matrices.
As regards notation most of it is self-explanatory but nevertheless we point out that n-dirnensionai column-vectors are written x, a or in the alternative fashion x=(x., x. ; , . , . , x )' whenever it is desirable to exhibit the components explicitly. Moreover, A and detA stand for the transpose of A and the determinant of A, respectively.
By O
, O and 1 we denote, in the same order, the mxn zero matrix, the n-dirnenm, n ~n n sionaJ zero column-vector and the nxn identity matrix.
Although most of the results in Part.
T have been known to the author for several 
As usual, u,x,y are, in the same order, generic designations for "input", "state" and "output". Of course, in the situation depicted in Fig. 1 , u(t) is the actual GFCA reference input, y(t) the corresponding output and e(t) the feedback error. It follows from Eqs. (l)-{6) that the associated transfer matrices are given by C(s)=J+H(sl -F ) _1 G =mxr matrix; c c v c c c Clearly, because of the particular interconnection of the blocks,
(ID
The sizes of the column-vector functions of time u(t), e(t), u (t), y(t) and y,(t) are rxl, rxl, mxl, nxlandrxl, respectively.
Let the Laplace transform of a(t) be denoted by a(s). Then, by a straight-* forward analysis we find that y(s)=T(s)u(s) (13) and
where
and
T(s) is ni;-and E(s) is rxr. Then, after some straightforward algebra we find that Of course,
For future reference we extract out two special cases.
Case a. Unity feedback; i.e., F(s) = l , r=n, v,= 0, J,= 1 .
Case b. Unity controller ; i. e. , C(s)= 1 , r = m,v = 0, J = 1 .
•ft]
Although (26) looks very formidable it may be recast in a remarkably simple * form. By inspection,
With the aid of the identity
/e can rewrite (35) as
To determine the stability properties of GFCA we must find the eigenvalues of F' . That is, it is necessary to fix the location of the zeros of the polynomial A (s) s det(sl -F ); i. e. , the roots of
According to a well known result in the theory of partitioned matrices, * A + B denotes the "direct sum" of the two matrices A, B. 
we get (all subscripts on the zero matrices are now dropped) 
is devoid of zeros in Re s>0.
Unfortunately the test for stability provided by theorem 2 cannot be carried out : n terms of transfer matrices alone but requires knowledge of the three polynomials A (s), \ (s), Ar(s}, quantities which depend on the internal structure of GFCA. At the c p i
The sign ambiguity is removed by comparing coefficients of the highest powers of s. Proof. Under A -A-, the analyticity of C(s), P(s) and F{s) in Re s>0 implies the asymptotic stability of controller, plant ar.d feedback sensor, respectively. The rest now follows from theorem 4, Q. E. D.
detlsl -F ) = ♦ (s)
Of course, if for some a 1 , -«<ai< < », r(jw) = -l, GFCA is not asymptotically stable. 
If GFCA is asymptotically stable T(s) is certainly analytic in
#* which is therefore the stability range for the parameter k 3. Controllability and Observability of GFCA.
As we have already seen the asymptotic stability of GFCA does not always follow from the analyticity of T(s) in Res>0 even under assumption A Generally speaking, the reason for this failure is due to the fact that complete "ontrollability and observability of controller, plant and feedback sensor do not always guarantee that of GFCA when viewed as a system with input u(t) and output y(t). Thus it is possible for GFCA to ** detF(s) = l/2.
It has been assumed in accordance with the requirements of theorem 3, that plan* -*nd feedback sensor are completely controllable and observable. Viewed as a system with input u,{t) and output e,(t), (GFCA) has the transfer matrix description
(65) a n Hence controllability of (GFCA) and concomitantly, the observability of GFCA with output y(t) is assured if öfF'C'P') = 6(C') + 6(P') + 6(F')i or, since a matrix and its transpose have the same degree, if 5(PCF) = 6(C) + 6(P)+6(F) .
Taking (62) and (66) together we get (61), Q. E. D.
Instead of working with the criterion (61) which is rather intractable anyway it appears advantageous at this stage to introduce four realistic and simplifying restrictions from the very outset.
R|. The number of plant inputs m equals or exceeds the number of plant outputs n; i. e. , m>n.
That R. is physically correct is obvious and that it is satisfied in almost all practical situations is attested to by the abundance of examples described in the literature .
R ? . The number of system input variables equals the number of output variables n; i, e. , u(t) and y(t) have the same dimension and r =n.
See, for example, the interesting book by Meerov [12] . Analytically the question of realizability reduces to'the following: Given a P(s> which is finite at s =
